Feng Shui Analysis of Pinnacle House
22750 Hidden Hills Rd, Yorba Linda, Ca 92887

Nestled into one of the most prestigious neighborhoods of Yorba
Lina, Pinnacle House captures the Yin and Yang of East meets
West. It is a true example of contemporary design mixed with a
modern take on Feng Shui.
There are several Feng Shui benefits of Pinnacle House,
speaking in terms of its energy and architecture. The 5,000-yearold science of Feng Shui was first developed by the Ancient
Chinese as they derived a system for placement of buildings and
crops around the topography of the land. Their goal was to find
an optimal location providing maximum comfort, protection and
balance. Today, several earthly elements are incorporated into
home design to provide balance. When balance is achieved with
these elements, a feeling of harmony and uplifting energy will be
felt by anyone walking through the home. When a true balance
is achieved, all areas of life benefit as they relate to the home.
Pinnacle House is a great example of incorporation of Feng
Shui elements. The strongest Feng Shui elements of this home
– water, fire and wood – will provide its occupants with Power,
Fame and Great Reputation.
As you approach, a light soothing breeze provides a key
feature: a calm and comforting sense of welcoming into this
kind-spirited haven.
As you walk in, you find an escape from the outside world.
You are welcomed in through a grand front entry to this beautiful
estate by a large cascading modern waterfall – a quiet Zen water
feature that brings in a feeling of peace and serenity to
the home.
As you continue through the home, you experience another
powerful energy of expansion as each room gently becomes
larger. The spacious scale of the rooms and hallways add to a
feeling of growing energy while maintaining a grounded sense of
strength and balance with the tile floors.
An open and extensive gourmet kitchen and luxurious living area
make for the perfect place to enjoy the view and entertain guests.
As these areas open up to an incredible view of the cities below,
you will find a soft breeze that gently sweeps through the air.
Open the large glass pocket doors and you will find yourself
wondering whether you are indoors or out. This continuous
connection between rooms and the outdoors creates a very

desirable flow of energy, promotes harmonious relationships
between the inhabitants, and welcomes the energy of nature to
participate in the exchange.
The private and engaging media room provides a quiet and
cozy, yet spacious area for entertaining. A bright and airy feel
makes for the perfect gathering place during the day, but easily
transitions into a comfortable 15-person movie theater by night.
Paramount in Feng Shui is the goal to help people experience
the feeling of what life was like before urbanization. Humans
originate from nature. So, when incorporating nature into the
home, natural instincts are satisfied and a sense of calm and
tranquility take over.
Stepping outside into the Mediterranean-inspired, outdoor space
reveals a tranquil desert landscape complete with a meditation
garden lined with 13 olive trees, evoking an essence of
incomparable peace. But perhaps the centerpiece of this home’s
outdoor landscape is its zero-edge infinity pool, flanked by two
glass-tiled fire pits. Dip your feet in the warm and healing infinity
pool and feel your energy expand as far as the horizon.
Pinnacle House is a true home with great balance of Yin and
Yang energy – Fire and Water. It is a great place to entertain
friends and family, yet has a quiet retreat prayer garden and soft
water features to unwind from your busy lifestyle.
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